Previously developed Padé-related method of resummation for QCD observables, which achieves exact renormalization-scale-invariance, is extended so that the scheme-invariance is obtained as well. The dependence on the leading scheme parameter c 2 is eliminated by a variant of the method of the principle of minimal sensitivity. The subleading parameter c 3 in the approximant is then fixed in such a way that the correct known location of the leading infrared renormalon pole is reproduced. The pertaining β-functions in the approximant are quasianalytically continued by Padé approximants. Two aspects of nonperturbative physics are accounted for in the presented resummation: a mechanism of quasianalytic continuation from the weak-into the strong-coupling regime, and the (approximant-specific) contribution of the leading infrared renormalon. The case of the Bjorken polarized sum rule is considered as a specific example of how the method works.
I. INTRODUCTION
In QCD, as a result of extensive perturbative calculations, some observables are now known to the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO, ∼a 3 ) in the power expansion in the strong coupling parameter a ≡ α s /π. Knowing such truncated perturbation series (TPS), the question of their resummation is gaining importance, especially if the typical process energies associated with the observable are low and thus the relevant coupling parameter is large. In such cases, it is to be expected that additional perturbative and nonperturbative effects, not explicitly contained in the TPS, will be numerically important. Many methods of resummation, based on the available TPS, try to incorporate such effects. Some of these methods eliminate the dependence on the renormalization scale (RScl) and scheme (RSch) by fixing them in the TPS itself in a judicious way -these methods could be regarded as renormalization-group-improved methods of resummation: BLM-fixing motivated by the Z ) from the BjPSR are presented, along with those when PA's are applied to the BjPSR. The results are then summarized and compared with the world average. In conclusion, theoretical similarities and differences between our approximant and other methods of resummation (ECH, TPS-PMS; PA's) are pointed out.
II. CONSTRUCTION OF C 2 -INDEPENDENT APPROXIMANTS
We consider a (QCD) observable S with negligible mass effects whose NNLO TPS is assumed to be known S [2] = a 0 (1 + r 1 a 0 + r 2 a 2 0 ) ,
with : a 0 ≡ a(ln Q 
2 ) .
We denoted a ≡ α s /π; Q 0 is the Euclidean RScl; c 
where a 0 ≡ a(ln Q 
3 , . . .) andΛ is a universal scale (∼0.1 GeV). When subtracting (4) from the analogous equation for a ≡ a(ln Q 2 ; c 2 , c 3 , . . .), an equation is obtained which relates a with a 0 , i.e., determines a in terms of a 0 . This equation then determines also the expansion of a in powers of a 0 .
We make the following ansatz for our approximant, motivated by the RScl-invariant (but not RSch-invariant) approximant of Refs. [12] - [13] :
where we regard now the parameters c
3 , . . . (j = 1, 2) as fixed numbers, and c
2 . Five parameters in the approximant (α,
2 ) can be fixed by applying five conditions to the approximant. Three conditions are obtained from the so called minimal requirement: When we expand the approximant back in powers of a 0 , the first three coefficients of the original TPS (1) have to be reproduced. The additional two conditions are obtained by a variant of the PMS
This allows us to fix c
3 cannot be fixed by such an approach since
3 +c
3 ), δc 3 ≡ (c
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The same problem is faced with the polynomial approximants ECH and TPS-PMS, where then usually the value c 3 = c MS 3
is chosen [14] . We will take, for simplicity, c
3 ≡ c 3 , and the value of c 3 will be fixed later.
Conditions (6) then depend also on the difference δc 4 ≡ (c
4 ) which we set equal to zero to avoid further (presumably unnecessary) complications. Then the set of the five equations determining the parameterα, the scales Q 2 (j = 1, 2) can be written explicitly in the following form:
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Here, ρ 2 is an RScl-and RSch-invariant, and therefore it is straightforward to see that the solutions of the system (8)- (11) for Q (9)- (10) originate from PMS conditions (6) , and the other three identities from the minimal condition.
The coupled system of three equations (8)- (10) for the three unknowns c
2 (j = 1, 2) and y − ≡ β 0 ln(Q 1 /Q 2 ) can be solved numerically. The solutions which give |α| ≪ 1 or |α| ≫ 1 must be discarded because they would cause numerical instabilities in the approximant, and they would not make sense physically either -one of the scales Q 1 , Q 2 would be orders of magnitude different from the other. There are apparently two possibilities: 1.) y − , c 2 is real, y − and δc 2 are imaginary numbers. In both cases, the approximant itself would be real, as it shoud be.
If there are several solutions which give different values for the approximant, we should choose (again within the PMS-logic) among them the solution with the smallest curvature with respect to c 
III. APPLICATION TO THE BJORKEN POLARIZED SUM RULE; C 3 -FIXING
The Bjorken polarized sum rule (BjPSR) involves the isotriplet combination of the first moments over x Bj of proton and neutron polarized structure functions
where
2 where three quarks are assumed active (n f = 3), and if taking MS RSch and RScl Q 2 0 = Q 2 ph , we have [15] - [16] :
with : a 0 = a(ln Q 
Solving numerically the system of equations (8)- (11), we obtain one solution only
This solution is independent of the choice of RScl and RSch. For the time being, we will set the higher parameters c
. Now our approximant depends only on the still free parameter c 3 . This dependence is numerically significant. For a typical value (5) gives 0.1523 and 0.1632 when c 3 = 0, c MS 3 , respectively, i.e. a difference of 7.2%. In the case of the ECH and TPS-PMS approximants for the BjPSR, the respective differences are 3.8% and 4.0%.
The c 3 -dependence in these three approximants allows us to incorporate into them an important piece of nonperturbative information -the location of the leading infrared (IR) renormalon pole. This location for the BjPSR S, i.e. the lowest positive pole of the Borel transform B S (z) of S, is predicted by large-n f (large-β 0 ) calculations [17] - [18] : z pole = 1/β 0 (= 4/9). This corresponds to possible renormalon-ambiguity contributions ∼1/Q 2 ph . Further, the location remains unchanged when we go from the large-n f to the realistic QCD limit (β 0f → β 0 ). In order to ensure the correct location z pole = 1/β 0 , by adjusting the value of c 3 in the considered approximants, it is important to employ RScl-and RSch-invariant Borel transforms. Simple Borel transforms are not RScl-and RSch-invariant, the use of their TPS's would lead to RScl-and RSch-dependent c 3 -fixing, which we want to avoid. We use a variant of the invariant Borel transform B(z) introduced by Grunberg [19] , who in turn introduced it on the basis of the modified Borel transform of Ref. [20] 
where ρ 1 is the first Stevenson's RScl/RSch-invariant of the observable S:
Here,Λ is the universal scale appearing in Eq. (4), and Λ is a scale which depends on the choice of the observable S but is RScl-and RSch-invariant and even Q ph -independent. We note that ρ 1 (Q 2 ph ) is, up to an additive constant (the latter is irrelevant for the position of the poles of B S ), equal to the inverse of the one-loop coupling a (1−l.) (Q 2 ph ). Thus, B S (z) of (18) reduces to the simple Borel transform (up to a constant factor) once higher than one-loop effects are ignored. The coefficients of the power expansion of B S (z) of (18) are RScl-and RSch-invariant, in contrast to the case of the simple Borel transform. These invariant coefficients can be related with coefficients r n of S most easily in a specific RSch
Here,r n is the coefficient atã n+1 in the expansion of S in powers ofã ≡ a(ln Q The coefficients starting at z 3 are c 3 -dependent. Terms with high powers of z are not reliable, because the approximant is based on an NNLO TPS S [2] with only two terms beyond the leading order. We then employ Padé approximants (PA's) of power expansion of B √ A , since they are efficient in determining the simple pole structure of B √ A . We performed the expansion of √ A(c 3 ) up to ∼ã 7 , thus obtaining the expansion of B √ A (z) up to ∼z 6 . This allowed us to construct PA B 's of as high order as [3/3] or [4/2] . The value of c 3 in PA B was then adjusted to achieve z pole = 1/β 0 (= 4/9). The resulting values of c 3 are presented in the second column (TPS β ) of Table I . We carried out the analogous c 3 -fixing for the Borel transform B(z) of the approximants and demanding that the lowest positive pole be at z pole = 1/β 0 (= 4/9). "TPS β " denotes that the parameters c polynomial approximants ECH and TPS-PMS 1 to the BjPSR, and c 3 predictions for them are also included in Table I (columns with "TPS β "). These entries in the Table suggest  the The possibility to adjust c 3 in a similar way, in the ECH approximant, was apparently first mentioned by the authors of Ref. [21] . They referred to PA's ([2/1]) of the simple Borel transform, so their c 3 -predictions would depend on the choice of the RScl and RSch. 1 The ECH approximant is A Up until now we have taken the higher scheme parameters c (j) k (k ≥ 4, j = 1, 2) in our approximant (and in the ECH and TPS-PMS) to be simply zero. This corresponds to the simple truncation of the corresponding β-functions (TPS β ). However, since the considered observable has low process energy Q ph ≈ 1.73 GeV, we can expect the nonperturbative effects to be important. Therefore, also the higher terms ∝ c
of the β-function should be expected to contribute significantly to the determination (via evolution) of the relevant coupling parameters of the approximants. This leads us immediately to the question of quasianalytic continuation of the β(x) functions from the small-x into the largex regime. We can choose again Padé approximants (PA's) as a tool of this quasianalytic continuation, keeping c 3 as the only free parameter, and subsequently determine c 3 in the afore-mentioned way.
In our approximant √ A S 2 (c 3 ), there are two relevant β-functions, characterized by the RSch-parameters (c Table I (columns with "PA β "). Those from PA's [M/N] B of intermediate order are significantly more stable than the corresponding ones with truncated β-functions ("TPS β "). This is a numerical indication that the PA-continuation of the β-functions improves the ability of the approximants to discern nonperturbative effects in the considered observable. The "PA β "-entries in Table I give us approximate values c 3 = 15.5, 20, 19 for our, the ECH, and the TPS-PMS approximant, respectively.
There is yet another argument in favor of our specific choice of PA β 's. The chosen PA's [2/3] β1 and [2/4] β2 (or: [5/1] β2 ) have positive poles with mutually similar values: x pole = 0.334, 0.325 (or: 0.291), respectively. The value of x pole (= α pole /π) indicates a point where "both a strong and an asymptotically-free phase share a common infrared attractor" [22] . Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that only those RSch's whose β(x)-functions have about the same value of x pole are suitable for the use in calculation of nonperturbative effects. Now that all the hitherto unknown parameters in our approximant (5) have been determined, we can use it, as well as the ECH and the TPS-PMS approximants with the aforementioned c 3 -fixing, to predict the values of the strong coupling parameter α Table 4 ) and are based on SLAC data
where the constant |g A | is known [24] from β-decay measurements: |g A | = 1.257 (±0.2%). Thus the experimentally allowed values for the considered BjPSR observable S are
The experimental uncertainties are high, mainly because of the effects of perturbative evolution on the small-x Bj extrapolation of the polarized structure functions appearing in the sum rule (14) , as explained in Ref. [24] . We can vary a 0 in our, and any other, approximant for the BjPSR S in such a way that the values (22) are reproduced. We then obtain the predictions for α MS s (3GeV 2 ) given in Table II . Given there are always three predictions for α s , corresponding to the three values of S (22). The results are given for our, the ECH and the TPS-PMS approximants, 5 all with the described c 3 -fixing and with the afore-mentioned PA-type continuation of the pertaining β-functions:
Given are also predictions of such approximants when the β-functions are taken as simple TPS's (with c 
α MS
s predictions corresponding to S max = 0.241 cannot be made with the TPS-PMS approximant; the latter cannot be larger than (2/3) 3/2 ρ −1/2 2 ≈ 0.233, due to its specific polynomial form. the importance of c 3 -fixing, we included also predictions of these approximants (with TPS β-functions) when we simply set c 3 = 0 in them. In addition, predictions of the following approximants are included in Table II numbers with four digits so that predictions of various methods can be more easily compared.
We included in Table II the corresponding predictions α
Z , using the values of the four-loop coefficient c 3 (n f ) in the MS RSch [23] and the corresponding three-loop matching conditions [25] for the flavor thresholds. We used the matching at µ(n f ) = κm q (n f ) with the choice κ = 2, where m q (n f ) is the running quark mass m q (m q ) of the n f 'th flavor and µ(n f ) is defined as the scale above which n f flavors are active. If increasing κ from 1.5 to 3, the predictions for the central, upper, lower values of α s (M In Fig. 1 Fig. 2 . In the latter Figure, the three approximants with the TPS β-functions (appearing in Fig. 1 ) are included as well, for comparison.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in Table II and in Figs. 1-2 show clearly that nonperturbative effects, as reflected in the mechanism of quasianalytic continuation from the small-a into large-a regime and in the presence of the leading infrared (IR) renormalon pole, play an important role in the BjPSR at low photon transfer momenta Q ph ≈ 1.73 GeV. These effects decrease the predicted value of α Table II ). Availability of additional data on polarized structure functions, especially in the low-x Bj regime, would significantly reduce the uncertainties of the BjPSR-predictions for α Table II ) cover the entire world average interval and more. However, when the afore-mentioned two classes of nonperturbative effects are taken into account, e.g. via the use of our or the ECH approximants and by the aforementioned c 3 -fixing, we obtain an upper bound α This raises intriguing questions about the reasons for the discrepancy. One speculative possibility would be that some of the Feynman diagrams contributing to the N 3 LO term (yet unknown) of the BjPSR have a genuinely new topology not appearing in the lower diagrams, and that such new topology diagrams push the predicted values of α MS s (M 2 Z ) significantly upwards. The resummation methods based on the NNLO TPS cannot "foresee" such contributions. In this context, we note that the afore-described c 3 -fixing in our, ECH and TPS-PMS approximants enables these approximants to be based on more than just the information contained in the NNLO TPS and in the RGE. However, since the location of the (leading) IR renormalon pole can be determined by the large-n f (large-β 0 ) considerations, the mentioned c 3 -fixing apparently does not incorporate information from those possible higher-loop diagrams whose topologies are genuinely new.
Another possible reason for the discrepancy between our α MS s -predictions and those of the world average could for example lie in a hitherto underestimated relevance of nonperturbative contributions and of higher order perturbative terms in the numerical analyses of data for some QCD observables. This possibility should be seen also in view of the fact that (some) NNLO contributions (∼a 3 ) are not yet theoretically known for several of the quantities whose data have been analyzed to predict the world average α [27] from the CCFR data for x Bj F 3 structure function from νN DIS; 0.1174 ± 0.0024 [28] from data for F 2 structure function from ep DIS. Our result 0.1120 
